Yalp Fono
The Heavy-duty Outdoor DJ-table

What is the
Yalp Fono?
The Yalp Fono is an entirely new
kind of play set; developed especially for teenagers. In order to meet
their unique - and often misunderstood demands, Yalp developed the
Yalp Fono: a DJ-table, made especially for the outdoors.
The Yalp Fono allows teenagers to
play, mix, and share the music on
their mobile phones. In the end,
however, it is much more than just a
DJ-table. It is an overall meet- and
hangout spot for teenagers.

Music & Effects
Yalp Fono does NOT require
Bluetooth, an internet connection,
or Wifi!
The Yalp Fono amplifies any sound coming

Meeting Spot for
Teenagers
With the exception of skate parks and sport
fields, there is hardly anything out there for
teenagers. Perhaps that is why they can

from mobile phones. This way there is no limit
to the music and variety. Yalp Fono therefore also stays new, fresh, and exactly what it
needs to be.
A lot is possible on the Yalp Fono; here are a
few examples:

become a cause of unrest for others. The Yalp

Loop: Yalp Fono records 10 se-

Fono is the solution to many of these issues

conds, then plays on repeat.

- especially in dense urban areas with little
spare space.
Crossfader: The crossfader reTeenagers already carry mobile phones, listen
to music and socialize. The Yalp Fono works

gulates the balance between two
channels

with these trends, and thereby allows teens
to do something they actually like. The Fono

Volume: Alter the music volumes

allows teenagers to get together in a positive
way, and express themselves freely.
Effects: Choose various effects
Not only is it an absolute blast, they get to

through the touch-sensitive pads

develop valuable skillsets and enhance their
self-image.

Pitch: High and low tones can be
filtered

Scratch: The famous DJ-effect,
whereby the sound of scratching
vinyl is emulated

Technical Details
No Internet or other connection required! All
you need is music playing from a cell-phone
speaker. This way the Yalp Fono is always ready
to play.

Adjustable Settings - You can adjust and
control your own Yalp Fono. Think (automatic)
On / Off times, and volume settings. No worries
about noise pollution.

Vandalism-resistant and all-weather proof
The Yalp Fono is specifically designed for
heavy-duty outdoor use. It is all-weather proof
and vandalism resistant. The electronics are
safely tucked away, and the base is made out
of highly dense concrete. It weighs more than a
car (1500KG).

Further information - Much more information
about the Yalp Fono and the other Yalp Interactive playsets can be found on our international
website. This includes an amazing selection of
inspiring pictures and videos:

www.yalpinteractive.com
Yalp is a global distributor of interactive play-

Power sources - The Yalp Fono comes in both a
regular (mains) powered, and a solar powered
version.

RedDot Winner! In 2014, Yalp’s own R&D team
won the RedDot award! This is widely ack-

sets. We also work with a network of partners
and distributors in over 15 counties. Find a
dealer near you at www.yalpinteractive.com

E: info@yalp.nl
T: +31 547 289410

nowledged as worlds’ most prestigious design
award. It is considered “The Oscars of the design industry.” Previous RedDot winners included Apple, BMW, and Nike.
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